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REPORT ON THE FINAL DAY OF A GUANYIN SESSION, JULY 26, 2008

News from True Cultivators
By Jonathan Chan
Chinese translation by David Yin

I am from Cupertino, California, and
I am rather new to Buddhism. When
I told my parents I wanted to come to
the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas,
they were definitely very surprised. But
I guess they were even more surprised
when I told them I would stay there for
three weeks. They did not expect this
so soon. But I think their greatest fear
was that I told them I signed up for the
volunteer week and that it was going to
be organic farming. Being a city kid, I
have no experience with such things so
they thought I might die or something
being in the fields all day. But having
survived that week and now at the close
of this week, I have to say the Guanyin
Session is much more intense both
mentally and physically.
But the thing about the Guanyin
Session is that I really notice how still
my mind gets after reciting Guanyin’s
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name all day, bowing, and doing the
other recitations. It’s just so different
from the world outside, going through
so much pointless talking that we
hardly even notice the people we
interact with. It is just a real blessing
to be here this week. What I want to
say is that just being here, we realize
we have such deep affinities with each
other. Sometimes in the outside world,
when we interact with other people,
we don’t notice these things. And
sometimes just by taking a little bit of
time, we can really appreciate how we
are all interconnected.
This week, there were a few high
school kids from Ukiah that came here
to visit who were new to Buddhism.
We had a little talk with them. Dharma
Master Heng Sure gave me a copy of
the book News from True Cultivators at
the Berkeley Conference; I felt it was
appropriate that these kids who seem
so genuinely interested in Buddhism
could also read it. What really struck
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ݺਢൕڠףؒᆳᘭࠐऱΔ۵ऄኙ
ߢۖݺਢኛᄅऱΔጩਢॣᖂृΖᅝ
ئ׀္ܫࠐᆄ۵ৄऱழଢΔהଚ
ॺൄऱ᧫Δהחޓଚ᧫ऱਢ
ݺᄎڇᆄ۵ৄৱՂԿଡਣཚΔהଚ
றࠩ߷ݺᏖݶ༉ࠐΔהଚ່ᖜ
֨ऱਢݺڶڇᖲልᅝᆠՠΖڂ
ݺਢԫଡৄؑ㠪९ՕऱΔڶ
ڇ؆૿ՂመఄΕመࠃΔࢬئ׀א
ᖜ֨ݺᖞ֚ڇልՠ܂Δױ౨ᄎڽ
ൾΖ܀ਢΔՂଡਣཚልऱՠݺ܂
ᝫਢഒՀࠐԱΖլመ᧯ߪڇՂΕ
֨ᨋՂΔݺଙਢᤚᨠଃԮֺል
ऱՠ܂ᣄڍԱΖ
ڇᨠଃԮխΔᤚኘࠩᅝݺଚ
ԫᖞ࢚֚ᨠଃဆ៳ᆣᇆࡉਈψཏ
॰ωழΔݺଚऱ֨᧢ኑᙩΕ
壁ࡉΔຍ㠪ࡉ؆૿ऱॺൄլԫ
ᑌΖڇ؆૿ऱݺଚ֚ޢᄎᎅԫ
ࠄྤเऱၵᇩΔլᄎࣹრ֚֚ࠩ࿇
ߪڇسᢰऱԳࡉࠃΙڶழଢݺଚᏁ
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क़ՂԫរழၴჼΔթ౨టإ
چᛵᇞࠩԳፖԳհၴΔڂีڶ
ᒴհᣊऱࠃΖڇຍ㠪ݺઌॾݺଚ
ຍڻ౨٥ፋڇԫದΔՈຟਢڂ
መݺװଚڶڼৰऱڂᒴΖ
ຍଡਣཚڶ༓ۯൕUkiahࠐऱ
խسݺףଚऱඡᓰΔהଚຟ
ਢॣᖂृΔݺଚࡉהଚԫದಘᓵ
۵ऄΖუದڇਹ܌ဒ۵ॹᄎ೯
խΔኔऄஃམԱݺԫءπଥ۩
ृऱஒρऱΔᤚᚨᇠ߷ނ
ءಬຍࠄኙ۵ऄৰڶᘋᔊऱ
խسଚΖᅝழނݺהଚऱ
ழଢΔהଚԫࠩຍءழΔ߷
ጟ༭ஙݶᑗΔञ٣எ৵ჿထ٣
ᅯݶऱᜰ೯Δᨃݺᤚৰլױ
৸ᤜΖࠩຍଡ૿Δݺటऱৰ
ტ೯Ζ
ݎ࡛ޓऱࠃൣΔ༉ਢݺ
הଚࠡխԫଡխسி߷ء
ݺଚᦫΔຍᑌݺଚՕ୮༉ຟױ
ࠩᦫאΖᅝࠩᦰהԫתऱழଢΔ
ۯڶᅃהଚऱࡺՓৰᘋᕿܫچ
္ݺଚΚψΔಖᅝݺᝫ՛ऱ
ழଢΔߠመ߷ࠟۯऄஃݺڇ୮
॰ՑԿޡԫਈΜω༉ਢ߷Ꮦऱೝ
ྥऱࠃΔՕ୮ױ౨ڶრᢝࠩ
ڶڼৰऱڂᒴΔۖڂڶ۵ဆ
៳ࡉإऄΔ౨ᨃݺଚࡉԫࠄ
ऱԳΕԫࠄࡳऱࠃԾ٥ፋڇԫ
ದΖຍإਢݺܑტ֗ტ
ऱΖ
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 ݺ۰  ڇUkiahΔ  ڇຍ  ڻᨠ ଃ Ԯ հ
ছΔՕᄗਢڇ3116ࢨڣ3117ڣऱ
֚Δףመ؆ԫڻᨠଃԮऄ
ᄎΖᅝழტᤚլ֜રᅀΔۖᝫ
ᖎ৹ᡗ༦ΖլመΔઌॾԫࡳ࣏
ጟԱৰڍΔࢬאթᄎڇຍڻ
Ծࠩڃຍ㠪ࠐףᨠଃԮΖᆄ۵

ৄឈྥ၏ᠦݺ୮ຍᏖ२Δ܀ਢڶ
ழଢΔլ֜୲࣐უࠐڃΔڂݺ
ऱ֨ᇿฒسԫᑌךየထᅀ
༪Δ᜔ਢუٺބጟऱ៶Ցլ
ࠐΔ༉ఎڇ୮㠪ࠉ༛ထ៱ڶऱ
ࢤመֲΖױ౨ਢรԫڻᇿᨠ
ଃဆ៳ऱᒴΔףՂऄᄎխ
ᆖΕࡃΔᨃࠐڃࠩބݺऱሁΖ
վڣ֚Δݺᇿԫଡ֖ࣛ
ެࡳࠐᆄ۵ৄڰᓰΖᅝழრᢝ
ࠩڶԫैྤᜢۖს༟ऱංԺΔൎ
௺ᦀࠌထࠐݺףຍڻᨠଃԮΔ
ᅝྥݺऱ֨Ծ٦ԫڻუఎڇ୮
㠪Ι܀ਢຍैԺၦ֜ՕԱΔࢬא
ᝫਢࠐԱΖݺᇿՂఄऱֱچᓮԱ
Δৰ᧫ऱਢړቝԫ֊ࠃൣຟ
ڶᨠଃဆ៳ڇહ৵ං೯Δެࡳ
୶ၲԫႈᡓՕ堚ߪ֨Εए᛭ߪ
֨ऱመ࿓Ζ
ݺԫٻլᦟᙅ۩षᄎऱ
ګࡉਝࡳऱᑑᄷΖ۟ࢴݼਗ
ᨢຍጟᚘԺΖ܀ਢࠐࠩຍ㠪Δጐ
່ݺՕऱ౨ԺΔຨՂᏯ֣റؚ֨
ԮΔᙅښຍᢰऱఢΔܑਢᕣ
ၦਗৰᖦైΕৰ១ऱ۪ࣚઠΖ
ᅝՕ୮࢚إറࣹದঢऱழ
ଢΔડྥڶԳݺ္ܫΔઠထ
᧯ԫរΔᨃݺటৰ࠹႞Ζ܀ਢ
ݺუຍ༉ਢஃ׀ൄᎅऱψԫ֊ਢ
᧭ەωΔᅝݺଚചထଥ۩ॣཚऱ
ቼΔ᧭ە༉ࠐԱΖࢬאឈྥຍ
ٙࠃᨃݺტࠩৰਜ਼Δݺᝫਢެ
ࡳᓮᨠଃဆ៳ףΔᨃݺๅᠦ
ᅀ༪Ζ
࣠ڕറ࢚֨ࠐچᨠଃဆ
៳ᆣᇆΔ༉ᄎڶԫै壀࡛ۖؓᙩ
ऱஙࠐᐿᐣݺΔᨃݺ౨ജྀመ
ൣፃৰᣄመऱழࠥΖݺՈ࿇Δ
ᅝݺଚᑶመ࿀ેऱழଢΔ༉౨ജ
ൕ႞୭܃ऱࠃढࡉტ࠹խᛧᇞ
ๅΔຍਢڇݺຍ㠪ᖂࠩऱԫՕᓰ
ᠲΖ൳ࠫݺଚ࿀ેऱֱڤΔ༉ਢ

࠹ݴ،ΔᑶመװΔຍଡუऄ
ݺৰՕऱ۞طΔՈݺᄅऱՠ
ࠠΔᨃݺ౨ജൕᆳࡐऱࢤ
ᅝխๅᠦࠐנΖࢬאᅝװڃݺऱ
ழଢΔৰტ౨ജထຍᏖՕऱ
ՠࠠᒣߨΙຍଡՠࠠᒣ㠪ᙰᇘထ
ଥऱ؏ݾΔ౨ജᚥݺܗ৫መԳ
سᅝխৰܺڍᣄࡉ۞աჶథऱݝ
૿Ζ
൷Հࠐݺ࢚ԫଈᇣΔຍਢ
ݺਤ֚ඡՂᐊऱΚ

ڇإݺ堚ೈ९Նีࠐאᗨ֨ߪڇ
!!ࢤᨋऱైڍΖ
ૹݺᛧׂׂឰឰऱ࢚ԺΔመڕװ
!!؈ᆵΔאી࣍ݺ୭ࢢຍࠄ࢚Ժ
!!٦ՈڃլࠐΖ
ᨠଃဆ៳ඒشࠌݺڍՠࠠΔױ
!!ࠐشאᣂᅃ۞֨Δᨃ֨ڜݺΔ
!!ࠀए᛭ૹఐऱ۞ݺΖ
ࢤ۞ូڃڇߨݺऱሁՂΔݺऱ۞
!!ࢤਢچᙩַΖ
ྥ۞ڍޓڶऱऴᤚಖᖋࡉ堚ࣔΔ
!!ຍਢࢹݺՀՈࢴբՆऱΔڂ
!!ݺլᣋᦫࠩऱ࿀ેΖ
ؚԮႽየޔԱΔݺ٦৫ࠩڃ
!!ዞዞદቺΔ
Ծࢨৱထٵڕݺԫයᒌᔓऱ
!!ᚊΔړᖞאᄈᏴထΖ
ݺڇ౨ജ࠹ݴऱᢰᒴΔإݺࠥڼ
!!૿ኙထ،Δ֚ࣔԾࢨᝫലڍޓΖ
ᅝࠩڃݺঋદቺΔڶរ୭ࢢΔ
!!ڶរஇΔٵழԾਢၲ࣋ۖ۞
!!ࠡრΖ
ڇৰڍۿՕ݇ᨠऱࠃढᅝ
!!խΔݺԫࡳ࣋Հঋࠐಳ!ޣ
!!ޓࠥΔؓޓᙩΔ᠆ޓ༄ऱቼ
!!Ι
߷إਢࠐءࢬݺ༉ڶऱΔਢ؈
!!ᆵբՆΔݺڇᄷໂړԱΖ
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me was the joy they had when they
received the book, for they were
almost fighting each other to decide
who would read the book first. To see
people to do that over a book really
touches my heart.
What is more, I suggested to one
of them that maybe he should start to
read the book aloud to all of us, so we
could all enjoy it together. And about
halfway through, their caretaker’s face
completed lit up and he said, “Yeah,
I remember this: when I was a kid, I
saw these guys bowing in front of my
house.” To see a seemingly random
gathering, with people who may not
even know how deep affinities go with
certain people and certain places, and
to know that we can all be brought up
together by Buddhism and the Proper
Dharma, is really something to be
thankful for.
Everything Is a Test ?
By Jessica Clark
Chinese translation by Yvonne Chu

I live locally in Ukiah. I’ve been to one
other Guanyin Session before this;
one in the summer of 2005 or 2006.
Back then, I was impatient during
ceremonies and lazy throughout the
days. I must have planted enough
good seeds to be able to be here again.
I feel like it was the initial connection
to Guanshiyin Bodhisattva, reciting
from sutras and mantras during the
session that allowed me to find my
way back. Even though CTTB is so
close to where I live, it can be difficult
at times when I need to find my way
here. Even when I want to, I’m riddled
with afflictions as we all are. My mind
is always finding some excuse not
to come out here, to stay home and
continue with my habitual patterns.
This summer, a friend accompanied
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me to the morning recitation. I
realized a silent compassionate force
was strongly nudging me to attend
the session. Again my mind wanted to
come up with any reason to stay away.
But this nudging was too persistent.
Not really having much to say about
the matter, I requested and received
time off from work much to my
surprise. It was and it is Guanyin Pusa
behind me pushing the whole time. I
decided to begin a massive cleansing
and healing process.
Being one not wanting to follow
along with the social mind, I was really
resistant and felt even defiant with this
pressure. Nonetheless, I tried my best
to just keep quiet, focus and follow
the rules, especially trying to dress
as modestly as possible. Still, while I
was focusing deeply during recitation,
someone told me I had to dress nicely.
This was something that drastically
hurt my feelings. It was a test of Shifu
though. He always says, “Everything
is a test.” The tests come right as we
are attaching to states of being during
cultivation. So feeling miserable about
these things, I decided to let Guanyin
lift it off of me, just giving up and
falling into her arms.
I found if I truly focused on
Guanyin during feelings of deep
suffering, a magical blessing would
come, rise, comfort, and hold me. It
is an amazing revelation to know that
actually standing through a bit of pain
brings relief from the very thing that
hurts. That has been a theme whenever
I am staying here, to get control of my
suffering through bearing through
it. This concept brings me a sense of
freedom and new tools to deal with
persistent habit patterns. I am grateful
to go home with such a toolbox of
practices and techniques that can

help me through many matters I’ll go
through in life.
I’d like to end with a poem I wrote
last night about these things. It is a
little bit more elaborate:
I am emptying out many poisonous
substances that I have held for so
long in body, mind, and spirit.
I am regaining pieces of will so lost, I
feared they could never return.
With the tools Guanyin shows me
on how to monitor and settle the
mind that is desperately ill and eager,
I am returning to my true nature of
deep stillness, a more natural
intuition, memory, and clarity which
so long I’ve abandoned and denied
in an attempt to not hear the pain of
the world.
I am concluding this session tomorrow.
No, it is over today and I will again
turn to the world outside where
temptation waits for me like a
snarling dragon, pouring on the edge
of what I can tolerate.
I am facing it now and so much more
tomorrow when I am back in the
home world.
I’m a bit scared and vulnerable. The
open and outside world, with its
seeming greatness, I will somehow
leave behind for something richer,
the state which I am returning to,
lost so long ago I am ready.

